
  

        

      
           
         

         

     
               
             

             
              

         

       
  
   
           

   

     
   
    
   
       

  

        

      
           
         

         

     
               
             

             
              

         

       
  
   
           

   

     
   
    
   
       

 
    

                 
                

            

     
        
          

           

1. COMMISSIONS
Commissions are a large reason why insurance agents decide to sell Final Expense over 
Medicare Supplements and vice versa. Commissions for life insurance differ from commissions 
for Medicare Supplements in several ways.

It's no secret to insurance agents that life insurance pays more commission upfront. Commission 
rates for Final Expense life insurance vary from 100-120% of the first year's premium, depending 
on the agent’s experience or production and the size of the agent’s agency, if any. Medicare 
Supplements pay a fraction of that — only 18-25% of the first year’s premium, also depending on 
an agent’s production history and, possibly, agency size. Even though the commission percentages 
are largely different from each other by 80-100%, the average annual premium is also very 
different between the two. Final Expense has an average annual premium of $540 a year and 
Medicare Supplements have an average annual premium of $1,800 if the senior is on a more 
competitive plan, otherwise the average premium is around $2,100 according to a Kaiser Family 
Foundation study. This means the average commission percentage for a Final Expense policy is 
5-6x that of the average commission percentage of a Medicare Supplement, but Medicare 
Supplements have 3-4x the amount of average annual premium.               

                 
               

               
                 

               
                   

                    
               
               

    

                 
               

               
                 

               
                   

                    
               
               

    

Here’s an example first year's commission for both a Final Expense Plan and a Medicare 
Supplement:

The average premium for a Final Expense sale is $45 a month, totaling $540 for the year. 
Multiply that by the commission percentage, which for our example is 110%, and you’ve earned 
$594 upfront. Now let's look at the average premium for a Medicare Supplement plan, which is
$175 per month, totaling $1,800 a year. However, since the agent is more likely saving the senior 
money, he will often be presenting the same plans for a more competitive price (under the
average), which we will be assuming is on average $150 a month or $1,800 a year, it may be 
higher or lower depending on the area, type of plan (N vs F) or the age of the prospect. Agents 
working with younger turning 65 seniors will see even a smaller premium than the average. 
Multiply that premium by the commission percentage of 20% for our example, and this comes 
out to $360 in commission.

    
Final Expense or Medicare Supplements?

                 
                

            

     
        
          

           

                
                

             

               
                

             

-the size and duration of commissions,
-the type of environment you will be selling in,
-how long it takes to understand that vertical of insurance, and

           -the amount of customer service needed to keep clients on the      
books.

Some of the agents reading this are already selling one type of insurance over the
other, while others of you don’t yet know which one you should sell. There are four 
significant differences agents should consider before deciding to sell one insurance over the 
other:
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However, most insurance companies pay agents a nine-month advance for selling these policies, 
so agents get 75% of their first year’s commission upfront. A $600 Final Expense commission 
pays $450 in advance. For Med Supps, the advance on a $360 commission is $270. The rest of 
the commission is paid in the last three months, minus any advance fees charged by the
company, which is usually 1% of the total advance commissions per month.

So, if we compare the initial commission an agent makes after a sale for each type of plan, we 
have approximately $450 for a Final Expense Plan and $270 for a Medicare Supplement plan. 
Most agents would look at these commission averages and assume they should choose Final
Expense because it pays more, right?

One of the biggest benefits to selling Medicare Supplements is the renewal cycle for residual
commissions. While Final Expense commissions pay more the first year after enrollment (up to
110%), the renewal commissions earned in the following years drop significantly to only 7-10% 
of the premium, depending on the plan. Although Med Supps make smaller commissions the first 
year (up to 20%), the renewal commission rates stay at that rate for the next five years.

But Med Supp agents don’t have to wait until the six-year cycle is up; they can rewrite a client to 
a new plan at any time, restarting the commission schedule again. Proactive and successful agents 
shop and compare their Medicare clients’ plans every 2-3 years, or whenever rates
change, to find their clients opportunities to reduce their rates by switching plans.
There are two main benefits to rewriting your clients every few years: Not only do you help the 
client find a lower rate, but you can increase your commissions because the client has aged since 
you first signed them as a client.

               

FINAL EXPENSE

Average Monthly Premium

Average Commission Percentage

Total 12 Month Commission
Second Year Renewal Percentage
Second Year Renewal Commission
Third Year Renewal Commission
Fourth Year Renewal Commission
Fifth Year Renewal Commission
Sixth Year Renewal Commission
TOTAL COMMISSION FOR 6

*According to a Kaiser Family Foundation report, premiums may be less if the plan selected is G or N.
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A major obstacle to rewriting Medicare Supplement clients every 2-6 years is their health. It’s 
unfortunate when you hear that your Medigap clients have been diagnosed with cancer or 
developed complications from diabetes that, when combined with their high blood pressure, 
make it impossible for them to switch to a cheaper Medigap plan. Of course, not every agent will 
be able to switch every client every few years.

Selling Medicare Supplements Gives You Freedom Later

Another pro to selling Medicare Supplements is that agents have the freedom to take time off 
from work whenever they want. Residual commissions from previously sold policies are
practically on auto-pilot for six years, whereas if you stop selling Final Expense, your income 
stream stops.

If you were to suddenly stop selling Medicare Supplements after building a book of clients, it 
would take 3-6 years for your commissions to evaporate noticeably before having to prospect 
again for additional clients. Having residual commissions creates a safety net allowing agents 
time off without worrying about their income abruptly stopping.

Selling Final Expense Gives You Financial Freedom Now

A good justification for selling Final Expense as your primary vertical of insurance is that you 
get a larger portion of commissions upfront as opposed to waiting 5-6 years to receive it in the 
form of residuals from your renewals. If you look at it from an investment standpoint, your 
principal has a better chance of earning more interest if you invest it all upfront, than if you 
accumulate gradually over six years. Selling Final Expense can potentially be more lucrative for 
agents than selling Medicare Supplements, especially if commissions are reinvested back into 
the business to scale growth while keeping policy lapses to a minimum.

2. SALES ENVIRONMENT
When deciding which insurance to sell, it’s important to consider the type of clients you’ll be 
working with and the environments you’ll be working in. Final Expense clients are typically on a 
lower income scale than Medicare Supplement clients. This isn’t always the case, and it may vary 
between regions. But you’re more likely to come across a Final Expense client on a low to no 
monthly cost Medicare Advantage plan than on a costlier Medicare Supplement plan.
Lower income clients may lead the Final Expense insurance agent into more urban areas where 
crime and poverty may be higher unless the agent specifically targets rural areas. Final Expense 
clients in lower income brackets likely don’t have the financial resources to self-fund their
funeral, burial or cremation, whereas Medicare Supplement clients are usually spending upwards 
of $150 a month or more on their medical insurance and living in rural areas where hospital 
networks are traditionally sparse.
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3. LEARNING CURVE

If Med Supp agents also want to sell Medicare Advantage Plans and/or Part D prescription drug
plans, they’ll be subject to additional annual certifications by AHIP and the individual companies 
they contract with.

4. CUSTOMER SERVICE
Besides the commission structure, learning curve and sales environment, the level of customer 
service is a major difference between selling Final Expense or Medicare Supplements. Life 
insurance is traditionally considered a one-and-done type of sale because when people buy

Another factor agents consider when deciding which insurance to sell is the amount of 
fundamental knowledge needed to start selling that product. Final Expense life insurance is an 
easy need to understand because everyone needs a plan to cover all the loose ends when they 
pass away. Plus, it has a relatively easy application and one-page underwriting/qualification
process.

Selling Medicare Supplements is a bit more challenging because it requires the agent to 
understand the whole Medicare system enough to answer any seniors’ questions and to help them 
find and enroll in a competitive benefits plan. The Medicare system is confusing to seniors (and 
agents alike) because the government named the 11 standardized Medicare Supplements with 
letters A through N and also named the different parts of Medicare with letters A through D.
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policies, especially Final Expense whole life plans, they usually intend to keep the coverage for 
the rest of their life.

Medicare Supplement clients require substantially more service from their agents. These are not 
the types of plans you set-and-forget because the Medicare system is constantly changing. 
Proactive Med Supp agents will call their clients periodically to explain any changes in Medicare 
— which requires the agent to stay up on plan changes and price increases. Most Med Supp 
agents contact their clients at least once a year to answer any questions and to maintain good 
relations so other agents can’t easily steal the client away. If you’re shopping clients’ Part D 
prescription drug plan during Annual Enrollment Period (AEP), then you might contact the client 
more than once a year. Every three to four years, it’s wise to re-shop clients’ Medigap coverage to 
keep their rates low. All of these check-ups mean the Med Supp agent has considerably more 
customer service to perform compared to the life insurance agent.
The biggest potential customer service issue agents face when selling Final Expense is the 
unusually high probability of clients missing payments and “lapsing” their policies within the 
first few years. Final Expense policies cater to seniors who aren’t healthy enough to pass a fully 
underwritten life insurance exam or don’t want to deal with the hassle of having a nurse come 
and take their blood and urine. Due to the “simplified issue” nature of Final Expense life
insurance, and the fact that many people seek this policy when they’re living on a fixed income 
after retirement (because they didn’t take out a life insurance policy at a younger age when it 
would have been less expensive), there’s a higher chance of clients lapsing their policies and 
creating a “chargeback” on the agent. Insurance companies may charge back the whole advanced 
commission or the unearned premium left from the advance. So, if an agent receives a nine- 
month advance of commission and the client lapses four months into the policy, the company 
may require all nine months to be returned or just the five months of unearned premium.

That’s why a Final Expense agent’s customer service efforts are centered around the first year, 
trying to “stay on the books” to keep the policy from lapsing. After the 13th month, the agent 
doesn’t have to worry about lapses anymore from a commission standpoint. However, due to the 
high prevalence of lapsing Final Expense policies, it’s not uncommon for agents to rewrite 
clients during the first year or several after that.

If you rewrite a client during the first year of a new policy with the same company, you likely 
won’t see a new commission. If you rewrite the client to a different company, either for the first 
year or after, you will earn a new commission.

Final Expense agents might see anywhere from 5-20% of their policies lapse depending on how 
affordable of a plan the agent signed the prospect up for. The amount of customer service and 
rapport established by the agent play a big role in preventing these lapses. For example, sales that 
happen over the phone are more likely to lapse than those that result from face-to-face meetings 
where trust is more easily established. The more an agent stays in touch with his customers, the 
better chance he might have to rewrite those clients again — and even gain valuable referrals 
from them — which will boost the Final Expense agent’s bottom line.
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